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PRODUCT UPDATE
FUELTANK
The ConVault above ground fuel storage tank rests four-inches above ground
on a concrete slab for monitoring and visual inspection. The six-inch thick reinforced
concrete shell of monolithic design provides physical and ballistic protection and
a two hour fire wall around the tank. The
thermal mass formed by the concrete exterior minimizes temperature
changes
and vaporization of the tank contents.
It is designed with a low center of gravity to withstand tipping during earthquakes and other natural disasters.
Earthquake-resistant
hardware is available.

CONVAULT
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CLASSIFIEDS
ATHLETIC

FIELDS

REBUILT

Baseball, Football,Soccer Fields rebuiltand sodded with BLUEGRASS SOD. COST: a 160' x
360' Football field is $20,000 plus or minus 20%
depending on local conditions within 150 miles
of Pittsburgh. CONSULTING on improving
and maintaining existing fields.
VICNOR

FARMS,

INC.

Connoquenesing, PA 16027
1-800-842-0461
PENNSYLVANIA

GROWN

SOD

Tulip Colorblends-Nature's
Fireworks.
Orchestrate
Your Spring.

Carefully coordinated, cool season color
collections, in quantities for 1992. New ideas
and Competitive Prices. Pictures that help you
convince your customers. We guarantee our
bulbs to bloom.Three generations in the
wholesale flowerbulb industry. Our Roots are
Bulbs. Top quality, Top size. No substitutions.
Call Tim Schipper at 1-800-877-8637
or write to: Schipper & Co., P.O. Box 7584,
Dept. ST92, Greenwich, CT 06836-7584

PENNCROSS Bentgrass (available soil-free)
shipped up to 1,000 miles via our trucks-forklift unloaded. Fourway blend of Bluegrass and
Bluegrass/Ryegrass shipped up to 300 miles.
Quality products and prompt deliveries - Twenty
five years of experience.
VICNOR

FARMS,

INC.

Connoquenessing, PA 16027
1-800-842-0461

MARKING PAINT
Turf Coat athletic field marking paint
can be used for striping baseball diamonds, football, soccer, lacrosse, and
polo fields. It can be used on virtually any
natural turf surface and comes in three
different price ranges.

JS SPORTS TURF
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AUTO-SEEDER
The SISIS Auto-Seeder is a highly
maneuverable, self-propelled machine for
rapid overseeding of small areas of worn
turf such as golf tees.
Tines cut shallow open grooves two
inches apart. In the same pass, grass seed
is metered from a specially designed, positive feed, seeding mechanism directly
into the grooves. Disruption of the surface and disturbance of existing grasses is minimal. Germination
and reestablishment is rapid.
The Auto-Seeder has an I8-inch working width and seeding rates are variable
between .2 ounces per square yard and
.75 ounces per square yard. Optional
seeder units are available to give rates
of .3 ounces per square yard to .86
ounces per square yard for applying
fine seeds.

SISIS, INC.
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